FlexGas™ makes it easy to meet your exact gas delivery needs. Our modular design concept allows you to use a building-block method to configure a gas panel to your specifications. “No more paying way too much for a system that far-and-away exceeds your requirements.” Start by choosing one of several configurations. Begin customizing right at the gas panel level by selecting the gas panel purity. From the standard 3-Valve UHP panel, you can choose to add PURGE capability (4-Valve) or PURGE/EVAC capability (6-Valve). Add safety and peace-of-mind with the optional FlexPower™ Controller. Simply select which panels you want to shutdown on ALARM, and they will be fitted with a normally closed ESO Valve for automatic shutdown. The ESO Controller supports configurable dry-contact alarm inputs and outputs. Exhaust pressure switch, gas leak detection, & UVIR are just some of the optional controls components available to prompt shutdown.
FlexPowr™ Controller

- Automatic shutdown of process gas panels
- User-definable alarms
- User-definable outputs
- SCADA compliant using Modbus TCP
- Audible/visible alarm indication
- EMO button
- Multilevel password protection

FlexGas™ Non-Haz Gas Panel & FlexPowr™ Controller
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OEM discounts and private-labeling services available.